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QUESTION 1
You are using a database from XY/Data. What is a prerequisite for connecting to the database using a JDBC 4.0 driver
from XY/Data?
A. Use the JDBC DriverManager.loadDriver method.
B. Put the XY/data driver into the classpath of your application.
C. Create an instance of the XY/Data driver class using the new keyword.
D. Create an Implementation of DriverManager that extends the XY/Data driver
Correct Answer: B
First, you need to establish a connection with the data source you want to use. A data source can be a DBMS, a legacy
file system, or some other source of data with a corresponding JDBC driver. Typically, a JDBC application connects to a
target data source using one of two classes:
*
DriverManager: This fully implemented class connects an application to a data source, which is specified by a database
URL. When this class first attempts to establish a connection, it automatically loads any JDBC 4.0 drivers found within
the class path(B). Note that your application must manually load any JDBC drivers prior to version 4.0.
*
DataSource: This interface is preferred over DriverManager because it allows details about the underlying data source
to be transparent to your application. A DataSource object\\'s properties are set so that it represents a particular data
source.
Note:The JDBC Architecture mainly consists of two layers:
First is JDBC API, which provides the application-to-JDBC Manager connection. Second is JDBC Driver API, which
supports the JDBC Manager-to-Driver Connection. This has to provide by the vendor of database, you must have notice
that
one external jar file has to be there in class path for forth type of driver (B).
The JDBC API uses a driver manager and database-specific drivers to provide transparent connectivity to
heterogeneous databases. The JDBC driver manager ensures that the correct driver is used to access each data
source. The driver
manager is capable of supporting multiple concurrent drivers connected to multiple heterogeneous databases.
Reference: The Java Tutorials, Establishing a Connection

QUESTION 2
Which code fragments print 1?
A. String arr [] = {"1", "2", "3"}; List arrList = new LinkedList (Arrays.asList (arr)); System.out.println (arrList.get (0));
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D. String arr [] = {"1","2","3"}; List arrList = new LinkedList (Arrays.asList (arr)); System.out.println (arrList.get (0));
E. String arr [] = {"1","2","3"}; List extendsString > arrList =new LinkedList (Arrays.asList (arr)); System.out.println
(arrList.get (0));
Correct Answer: AC
Note:You can replace the type arguments required to invoke the constructor of a generic class with an empty set of type
parameters () as long as the compiler can infer the type arguments from the context. This pair of angle brackets is
informally called the diamond.

QUESTION 3
Given the code fragment:
public static void main(String[] args)
{ Path dir = Paths.get("d:\\company");
// insert code here. Line **
for (Path entry: stream)
{ System.out.println(entry.getFileName()
);
}
} catch (IOException e) {
System.err.println("Caught IOException: " + e.getMessage());
}
}
Which two try statements, when inserted at line 11, enable you to print files with the extensions.java, .htm, end and .jar.
A. try (DirectoryStream stream =Files.newDirectoryStream(dir, "*.{java, htm, jar}")) {
B. try (DirectoryStream stream =Files.newDirectoryStream(dir, "*.[java, htm, jar"] }} {
C. try (DirectoryStream stream =Files.newDirectoryStream(dir, "*.{java*, htm*, jar*}"}} {
D. try (DirectoryStream stream =Files.newDirectoryStream(dir, "**.{java, htm, jar}")) {
Correct Answer: AD

QUESTION 4
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Which two statements are true?
A. Implementing a DAO often includes the use of factory.
B. To be implemented properly, factories rely on the private keyword.
C. Factories are an example of the OO principle "program to an interface."
D. Using factory prevents your replication from being tightly coupled with a specific Singleton
E. One step in implementing a factory is to add references from all the classes that the factory will merge.
Correct Answer: AC
A: The DAO design pattern completely hides the data access implementation from its clients. The interfaces given to
client does not changes when the underlying data source mechanism changes. this is the capability which allows the
DAO to adopt different access scheme without affecting to business logic or its clients. generally it acts as a adapter
between its components and database. The DAO design pattern consists of some factory classes, DAO interfaces and
some DAO classes to implement those interfaces.
C: The essence of the Factory method Pattern is to "Define an interface for creating an object, but let the classes which
implement the interface decide which class to instantiate. The Factory method lets a class defer instantiation to
subclasses."
Note:The factory method pattern is an object-oriented design pattern to implement the concept of factories. Like other
creational patterns, it deals with the problem of creating objects (products) without specifying the exact class of object
that will be created. The creation of an object often requires complex processes not appropriate to include within a
composing object. The object\\'s creation may lead to a significant duplication of code, may require information not
accessible to the composing object, may not provide a sufficient level of abstraction, or may otherwise not be part of the
composing object\\'s concerns. The factory method design pattern handles these problems by defining a separate
method for creating the objects, whichsubclasses can then override to specify the derived type of product that will be
created. Some of the processes required in the creation of an object include determining which object to create,
managing the lifetime of the object, and managing specialized build-up and tear-down concerns of the object.

QUESTION 5
Which three must be used when using the Java.util.concurrent package to execute a task that returns a result without
blocking?
A. ExecutorService
B. Runnable
C. Future
D. Callable
E. Thread
F. Executor
Correct Answer: ADF
The java.util.concurrent package defines three executor interfaces:
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*(F)Executor, a simple interface that supports launching new tasks. *(A)ExecutorService, a subinterface of Executor,
which adds features that help manage the lifecycle, both of the individual tasks and of the executor itself.
* ScheduledExecutorService, a subinterface of ExecutorService, supports future and/or periodic execution of tasks.
Typically, variables that refer to executor objects are declared as one of these three interface types, not with an
executor class type.
D: The ExecutorService interface supplements execute with a similar, but more versatile submit method. Like execute,
submit accepts Runnable objects, but also accepts Callable objects, which allow the task to return a value.
Reference: The Java Tutorials,Executor Interfaces

QUESTION 6
What statement is true about thread starvation?
A. Thread "A" is said to be starved when it is frequently unable to gain access to a resource that it shares with another
thread.
B. Thread "A" is said to be starved when it is blocked waiting for Thread "13," which in turn waiting for Thread "A."
C. Starvation can occur when threads become so busy responding to other threads that they move forward with their
other work.
D. When some of the processors in a multi-processor environment go offline and the live thread(s) blocked waiting for
CPU cycles, that blocking is referred to as "thread starvation."
Correct Answer: A
Starvation describes a situation where a thread is unable to gain regular access to shared resources and is unable to
make progress. This happens when shared resources are made unavailable for long periods by "greedy" threads. For
example, suppose an object provides a synchronized method that often takes a long time to return. If one thread
invokes this methodfrequently, other threads that also need frequent synchronized access to the same object will often
be blocked.
Reference: The Java Tutorials,Starvation and Livelock

QUESTION 7
Which statement is true about the DSYNC constant defined in standardopenoptions enums?
A. DSYNC keeps only the file content and not the metadata synchronized with the underlying storage device.
B. DSYNC keeps thefile (both content and metadata) synchronized with the underlying storage device.
C. DSYNC keeps only the file metadata and not the file content synchronized with the underlying storage device.
D. DSYNC keeps the file (both content and metadata) de-synchronized with copies in the und

Correct Answer: A
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DSYNC keeps the file content synchronized with the underlying storage device.
Note:SYNC keeps the file (both content and metadata) synchronized with the underlying storage device.
Note 2: These are from the java.nio.file.StandardOpenOption enum class.

QUESTION 8
Given the code fragment:
List pList = new CopyOnWriteArrayList();
Which statement is true?
A. Read access to the List should be synchronized.
B. Write access to the List should be synchronized.
C. Person objects retrieved from the List are thread-safe.
D. A Person object retrieved from the List is copied when written to.
E. Multiple threads can safely delete Person objects from the List.
Correct Answer: C
CopyOnWriteArrayList produces a thread-safe variant of ArrayList in which all mutative operations (add, set, and so on)
are implemented by making a fresh copy of the underlying array.
Note: his is ordinarily too costly, but may be more efficient than alternatives when traversal operations vastly outnumber
mutations, and is useful when you cannot or don\\'t want to synchronize traversals, yet need to preclude interference
among concurrent threads. The "snapshot" style iterator method uses a reference to the state of the array at the point
that the iterator was created. This array never changes during the lifetime of the iterator, so interference is impossible
and
the iterator is guaranteed not to throw ConcurrentModificationException. The iterator will not reflect additions, removals,
or changes to the list since the iterator was created. Element-changing operations on iterators themselves (remove, set,
and add) are not supported.
These methods throw UnsupportedOperationException.
All elements are permitted, including null.
Memory consistency effects: As with other concurrent collections, actions in a thread prior to placing an object into a
CopyOnWriteArrayList happen-before actions subsequent to the access or removal of that element from the
CopyOnWriteArrayList in another thread.
Reference: java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList

QUESTION 9
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Which statement is true about the take method defined in the WatchService interface?
A. Retrieves and removes the next watch key, or returns null of none are present.
B. Retrieves and removes the next watch key. If a queued key is not immediately available, the program waits for the
specified wait time.
C. Retrieves and removes the next watch key: waits if no key is yet present.
D. Retrieves and removes all pending events for the watch key, returning a list of the events that were retrieved.
Correct Answer: C
The WatchKey take() method retrieves and removes next watch key, waiting if none are yet present.
Note: A watch service that watches registered objects for changes and events. For example a file manager may use a
watch service to monitor a directory for changes so that it can update its display of the list of files when files are created
or deleted. A Watchable object is registered with a watch service by invoking its register method, returning a WatchKey
to represent the registration. When an event for an object is detected the key is signalled, and if not currently signalled,
it is queued to the watch service so that it can be retrieved by consumers that invoke the poll or take methods to retrieve
keys and process events. Once the events have been processed the consumer invokes the key\\'s reset method to
reset the key which allows the key to be signalled and re-queued with further events.
Reference: Interface WatchService

QUESTION 10
Given the code fragment:
Locale loc1 = Locale.getDefault ();
ResourceBundle messages = ResourceBundle.getBundle("MessageBundle", loc1);
Which two statements are a valid way to re-assign a resource bundle to a different Locale?
A. loc1 = ResourceBundle.getBundle ("MessageBundle", Locale.CHINA);
B. loc1 = ResourceBundle.getBundle ("MessageBundle", new Locale ("es", "ES"));
C. messages = ResourceBundle.getBundle ("messageBundle", new Locale ("es", "ES"));
D. messages = ResourceBundle.getBundle ("MessageBundle", Locale.CHINA);
Correct Answer: CD

QUESTION 11
Given:
public class StringApp {
public static void main(String[] args) {
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String[] str="Java SE,java EE,Java ME,java FX".split(",");
int count=0;
for(int i=0;i
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